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Supplemental material

Calculation of time over ice-free oceans for HALO and Polar 6

Figure S1. Procedure of calculating the time over ice-free ocean for HALO. Air masses are started at 10 hPa above ground for all released

dropsonde locations. Trajectories are then calculated 12 h backwards and the AMSR2 sea-ice concentration (SIC; Ludwig et al., 2020)

traced. Time is integrated backwards as long as the SIC is below 20 %. The background Terra/MODIS satellite image is taken from NASA

Worldview (2023).

Figure S2. Procedure of calculating the time over ice-free ocean for Polar 6. Air masses are started every 1 min at the flight level. Trajectories

are then calculated 12 h backwards and the AMSR2 sea-ice concentration (SIC; Ludwig et al., 2020) traced. Time is integrated backwards

as long as the SIC is below 20 %. The background Terra/MODIS satellite image is taken from NASA Worldview (2023).
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Comparison of wind fields from observations, ERA5, and CARRA

5

Figure S3. Vertical profiles of wind speed (WS) taken from a) Observations, b) ERA5, and c) CARRA. All profiles are colored by time air

masses spent over ice-free ocean before reaching the dropsonde locations.

Figure S4. Vertical profiles of wind direction (WD) taken from a) Observations, b) ERA5, and c) CARRA. All profiles are colored by time

air masses spent over ice-free ocean before reaching the dropsonde locations.
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Investigation of possible cloud-top cooling

The diabatic heating rates not only from observations, but also both ERA5 and CARRA showed altitude ranges where negative

values were found, i.e., a net cooling. As these altitudes coincided with the deepening atmospheric boundary layer heights as

well as the correlated increasing cloud top heights, it seemed possible that this net diabatic cooling could be a sign of cloud-top

radiative cooling. To test this hypothesis, ERA5 temperature tendencies were analyzed, similar as done by others (You et al.,10

2021a, b; Kirbus et al., 2023a, b). For this purpose, the temperature tendency due to all processes as well as only by terrestrial

radiation were evaluated as function of time air masses spent over open ocean. The result is shown in Figure S5. With increasing

time over ice-free ocean, stronger negative diabatic heating rates are found at altitudes close to the BLH (Figure S5a). Yet the

air masses don’t reside long enough at cloud top to actually experience a significant, net cloud top cooling due to radiative

processes (Figure S5b). Instead, a vertical turbulent mixing of lower, colder air with the warmer air aloft seems more likely.15

Figure S5. Investigation of suspected cloud top cooling. a) Vertical profile of the ERA5 temperature tendency due to all processes, grouped

by time air mass spent over open ocean. b) ERA5 temperature tendency due to terrestrial radiation.
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Individual parameters shaping SSHF and SLHF

Figure S6. Investigation of the different parameters driving surface sensible heat flux (SSHF, panels a-e) and surface latent heaf flux (SLHF,

panels f-j). In all panels, data is grouped by the time air masses spent over ice-free ocean, and for observations, ERA5, and CARRA. a) SSHF,

b) 10 m wind speed U10m, c) temperature difference between 10-m air temperature T10m and skin temperature Tskin, d) T10m, e) Tskin. f)

SLHF, g) U10m, h) specific humidity difference between 10-m specific humidity q10m and saturation specific humidity taken at sea-surface

temperature qsat, i) q10m, j) qsat.
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Cloud ice and snow water contents

Figure S7. Vertical profiles of cloud frozen (ice and snow) water content, grouped by time air masses spent over ice-free ocean. a) Obser-

vations from a Nevzorov sonde aboard Polar 6, b) taken from ERA5, with the observed values as dashed lines, and c) taken from CARRA,

with the observed values as dashed lines
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Climatological comparison of ERA5 and CARRA20

To check whether the findings on the performance of CARRA and ERA5 on the 01 April 2022 in representing CAOs are

systematic, the difference between the two reanalyses is investigated on a climatological basis. For all days 1991-2022, the

CAO index M850hPa is calculated based on ERA5. It is averaged over the Fram Strait box (75-80 °N and 10 °W-10 °E). Only

medium to strong CAOs (CAO index larger than 4 K) are retained. For this sub-selection, the surface sensible and latent

heat fluxes as well as diverse cloud-related parameters are investigated (Figure S8). Under CAO conditions, CARRA shows25

systematically higher SSHFs over the MIZ and ice-free ocean, lower SLHFs over all surface types, generally lower cloud liquid

water contents and especially over the ice-free ocean, as well as lower surface precipitation over the MIZ and open ocean.

Figure S8. Climatological investigation of differences between CARRA and ERA5 CAOs. All plots depict the daily mean values over the

Fram Strait box, separately for sea ice, the MIZ, and ice-free ocean. Panels show the comparisons of a) SSHFs, b) SLHFs, c) total column

cloud liquid water content, including rain, d) total column cloud frozen hydrometeors, meaning ice and snow, and e) total precipitation (TP).
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